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2019 Historic Preservation Awards
Virtual Celebration
Real Preservation & Real Success

September 24, 2020 at 6:00 PM
Best Preservation Practices
Awarded to a project that has undergone work in preservation, rehabilitation, restoration or reconstruction that allows for the continued original use of the structure.

St Vincent de Paul Catholic Church
3106 Flora
Father Goldade; Steve Patterson;
Society of St Pius X; Retropros

W.A. Pickering Residence
20 Janssen Place
Eric and Jane Piper; Piper-Wind Architects;
Synergy Construction; Gardner Contracting;
Superior Woodwork

KC Museum (Corinthian Hall)
3218 Gladstone Blvd.
City of KC Parks & Rec;
Kansas City Museum; JE Dunn Construction;
International Architects Atelier

3507 Gillham Apartments
Terra Management; SWD Architects;
Farmer’s Bank; Hoss & Brown; Leigh & O’Kane;
Rosin Preservation; Carlson Duncan
Architecture & Interior Design

Best Adaptive Re-Use
Awarded to a project that is an exemplary example of a creative, innovative and appropriate re-use of a historic structure.

J. Rieger & Co.
(Ferd Heim Brewing Co Bottling Plant)
2700 Guinotte Ave.
J. Rieger & Co.; GastingerWalker&;
AL Huber; Lankford Fendler; AHR, LLC

Fire House 31 (Fire Station No 31)
4518 Troost
UC-B Investment Prop.; HJM Architects;
Engineering Solutions

The Acme (Acme Cleansing Co)
3200 Gillham Ave.
Exact Partners; Exact Architects;
Level Builders; Taliaferro & Browne

Richard Nadeau Award
This award recognizes outstanding achievement in preservation activities by a group, business, municipality, neighborhood or organization.

Land of Opportunity Video
Produced by KCPT, Kansas City PBS;
Nicholas Wiggins
Neighborhood Stabilization
Awarded to a project, individual, business or group that has greatly contributed to the revitalization of a historic neighborhood or reclamation of abandoned or poorly maintained property or structure.

**Gotham (Aurora, Agee) Apartments**
2718, 3012-14, 3200-3218 E. Linwood Blvd
IDP Properties; Baron Design & Associates; Hamilton Builders; Grandbridge Real Estate Capital, LLC; Rosin Preservation

**Urban Café (Bird’s Drug)**
5500 Troost
Justin & Rashaun Clark; UC-B Investment Properties; HLM Architects; Chico – artist

Outstanding Work by a Craftsperson
Recognizes high-quality work that demonstrates an understanding of the principles and practice of preservation techniques on a specific project. It is not intended to reflect lifetime achievement.

**Darcy Ahrens and Danny Roncelli**
JE Dunn
KC Museum (Corinthian Hall)
3218 Gladstone Blvd

**Retropros**
St Vincent de Paul Catholic Church
3106 Flora Ave

Innovation in Preservation
Awarded to projects that show innovation (such as Blue and Green Architecture, Financing, Technology) and push the preservation movement forward.

**African American Heritage Trail**
City of Kansas City, Missouri
City Planning and Development Department

**Delbert J. Haff Fountain**
Swope Park
Kansas City Parks and Recreation Department; Walter P Moore; JE Dunn Construction, Custom Engineering; Vireo; Hydro Dramtic

**Jane Flynn Award**
Individual or joint partnership that has championed historic preservation, planning, or public policy.

**Quindaro National Commemorative Site**
N. 27th St. & Missouri River
Marvin S. Robinson II, Quindaro Ruins/Underground Railroad-Exercise 2020; US Senator Pat Roberts; Federal lawmakers and local officials

**George Ehrlich Award**
Awarded to a group or individual for an outstanding publication in preservation, history, urban design or a related topic.

**Hare & Hare, Landscape Architects and City Planners**
Carol Grove and Cydney Millstein
HELP US SUCCEED BY DEEPENING YOUR SUPPORT FOR HKC

Be A Member Of HKC Today!
From historic churches and commercial districts to landscapes and landmarks where our history was written, shared neighborhoods and places tell us where we come from and how we got to where we are today. JOIN HKC at www.historickansascity.org

It Benefits To Partner Your Business With HKC!
HKC is in a unique position to encourage forward-thinking about historic preservation and its importance in the life of our community, while highlighting outstanding projects undertaken by companies like yours. Contact lbriscoe@historickansascity.org to learn more.